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Protein microarrays meet the need for large-scale, low cost and accurate assays in the post-genomic era.
Efforts in revealing the internal relationship between surface chemistry and microarray quality may
greatly help the realization of widespread protein microarray use. In this paper, we prepared iPDMS
with various surface properties, which were studied in combination with other parameters such as
[protein], spot size and environment conditions to identify the causes of array defects (exosmosis, coffee
ring and overflow) and corresponding strategies to avoid them. Through this research, we determined
that the optimal parameters and conditions of protein microarray fabrication for an iPDMS sheet were
50 < contact angle < 90 : array volume #10 nL, [capture antibody] at 50 mg mL1, fixed at 25  C, and
60% humidity. We also identified some characteristics of protein microarray fabrication that may
benefit other solid supporting materials (SSM) and serve as a good model of proteins interacting with
various bio-interfaces.

Introduction
Protein microarrays have proven to be a powerful tool in many
fields including proteomics, drug discovery and disease diagnosis.1–15 It allows for massive parallel analyses, while requiring
only picogram analyte consumption; these characteristics
perfectly meet the emerging large-scale, low cost and accurate
assay needs of the post-genomic era.16 The development of
a protein microarray depends on the advancement of three key
elements, namely, the number of proteins to be printed, the
performance of solid supporting materials (SSM), and the
detection method. The development of protein engineering
provides thousands of proteins to be printed.17–21 In addition, the
development of signal amplification methods22–25 continuously
enhances the sensitivity of protein microarrays, meeting more
and more challenging needs. Great efforts were also devoted to
the SSM field.26–30 In addition to the development of new SSM,
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the research community should also emphasize the importance
of the internal relationship between SSM surface chemistry and
microarray fabrication.31,32
For protein microarrays, the SSM provides an appropriate
environment to maintain the stable and active conformation of
the captured proteins. The SSM is exposed to various protein
solutions and reagents throughout the microarray assay process.
This procedure requires the SSM to be not only robust and easy
to operate, but also to avoid nonspecific protein adsorption
(NPA). For example, nitrocellulose (NC) films, like paper, are
very fragile and prone to leak-induced-cross contamination and
are therefore difficult to handle. We recently reported a novel
SSM,33 namely, polymer coated initiator integrated poly(dimethysiloxane) (iPDMS), which, as a silicon rubber, is elastic
and easy to handle. While both glass slides and NC films need
a blocking step to reduce NPA, we demonstrated that the polymer coated iPDMS had an outstanding capacity for preventing
NPA.
It has come to our attention that the details of protein
microarray fabrication are largely missing. For example, very
little research has focused on the impact of chemical/physical
properties of SSM on the interaction between the SSM and
proteins.31–35 This is because protein microarrays are viewed as
arrayed ELISAs (abbreviation of Enzyme-Linked Immuno
Sorbent Assay), and the fabrication of ELISAs is well developed.
In traditional ELISAs, 100–200 mL of protein solution was
placed into each well of micro-well plates (typically 96 well
plates) and proteins were allowed to physically absorb on the 2D
surface of the plate. Most fabrication defects that arose from
liquid–SSM interactions could be ignored under such large
quantities of protein consumption. Furthermore, except
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 6327–6334 | 6327
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adjusting the buffer properties of protein solutions, one has very
few choices in modifying the surface properties of micro-well
plates, which are typically made from polystyrene. But for
protein microarrays, each spot consumes only several nL of
protein solution. Such small volumes of protein solution are very
sensitive to the surface properties of SSM and environmental
conditions. However, the surface chemistry of polymer coated
iPDMS (shortened as iPDMS hereafter) could be finely tuned.
Thus, it is possible for us to conduct a systematic study on the
detailed process of protein microarray fabrication and assay.
In this paper, we first inspected the interactions between the
iPDMS surface, proteins, reagents and environment throughout
the entire protein microarray process. Next, we discussed their
impacts on the quality of microarray. Then, we identified the
elements leading to array defects (exosmosis, coffee ring and
overflow) and corresponding strategies to avoid them. Through
this research, we summarized the optimal parameters and
conditions for protein microarray fabrication based on iPDMS
sheets. We also identified some universal fundamental characteristics of protein microarray fabrication, which may benefit
other SSM.

Results and discussion
We divided the entire protein microarray experiment to two
major stages: fabrication and assay. The fabrication process
typically lasted for 24 h and was further divided into a contacting
subprocess (step 1, from time 0 to 1 h) and a fixing subprocess
(step 2, from 1 to 24 h, Scheme 1a). The contacting subprocess
began with the operation of arraying several nanoliters of protein
solution onto the SSM. Spreading out of the array spots was
immediately observed, as well as the evaporation of water from
the array spots. Glycerol in the array protein solution slowed
down the evaporation of water, which was the key to the success
of the fixing subprocess. There was no clear demarkation
between the contacting and fixing subprocess; however, we
believe that the array spots reached a relatively steady state after
1 h. For the remaining 23 h, the capture antibodies were chemically or physically bonded onto the surface of iPDMS. Our
results (data not shown) indicated that shortening the fixing
process from 23 h to 6 h reduces the final signal of assay, while

Experimental
Preparation and surface characterization of iPDMS sheets
Details of the iPDMS preparation can be found in a previous
publication.36 (1) Surface Profiler. An Alpha-Step IQ surface
profiler (KLA Tencor, US) was used to characterize the thickness
of the polymer membranes on the iPDMS surface. Before
immersion in the surface initiated polymerization (SIP) reaction
solution, half of the iPDMS surface was firmly covered with
a silicon wafer so that the solution could not infiltrate and the
initiator at the iPDMS surface could not initiate SIP. After the
SIP reaction, the silicon wafer was removed. Before the surface
profiling, a 10 nm thickness of gold was sputter-coated on the
surface of the partially modified iPDMS to cushion the elasticity,
so that the experiment could be more reliably performed. The
surface profiler tip moved over the boundary of the iPDMS and
polymeric film and reported a step height difference, which was
the thickness of the polymeric film. (2) Surface Tension. The
surface tension of all the buffer solutions and array protein
solutions were measured by a Dataphysics DCAT2120 tensiometer equipped with a Wilhelmy plate at room temperature.
The critical surface tension of the iPDMS sheets was measured
according Zisman’s method.37 First, on the surface of the iPDMS
sheet the contact angles of double distilled water, glycerol, and
formamide, which have known surface tensions, were measured.
Then, the critical surface tension was calculated using the SCA31
software (Dataphysics, Germany). See the ESI† for other surface
characterization.
Protein microarray fabrication and ELISA
Details of the protein microarray preparation and ELISA processing can be found in a previous publication.33 A Roche
Diagnostics Elecsys 2010 system (Roche, USA) was used to
calibrate the specific tumor marker concentration in human
serum samples. All the serums were directly analyzed without
any pretreatments.
6328 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 6327–6334

Scheme 1 Illustration of the entire protein microarray process. a) Two
main subprocesses and dominant interactions during the fabrication
stage. b) Two main subprocesses and interactions during the assay stage.
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there was no improvement in signal when extending the fixing
process to 48 h. Thus, the optimal time duration was 24 h for the
fabrication stage.
Using the sandwich protocol as an example, the assay stage
was composed of two subprocesses, with 1 h for each. In the
capturing subprocess (step 3), the target proteins in serum (or
specimen) specifically bond to the immobilized capture antibodies. In the detecting subprocess (step 4), the detection antibodies specifically bond to the target proteins, which have been
captured by the immobilized capture antibodies (Scheme 1b).
NPA could occur in both steps as indicated in Scheme 1b and
was the main source of noise in ELISA. We demonstrated
previously that iPDMS has intrinsic anti-NPA properties and
could reduce NPA noise to a level below the detection limit of
instruments, thus allowing us to achieve high sensitivity using
higher amplification power.33,38 We thereafter focused on the
optimization of the fabrication stage.
We identified the following factors that play a role in the
fabrication stage: (1) the critical surface tension of iPDMS, (2)
surface tension of the array protein solution, (3) the concentration of capture antibody ([capture antibody], i.e., the array
protein solution), (4) the volume of each drop of array protein
solution (shortened as array volume thereafter), and (5) environmental conditions.
The critical surface tension of iPDMS
We tuned the critical surface tension of iPDMS by adjusting the
duration of SIP, which is difficult to do for other SSM such as
polystyrene well plates or NC. Details of the preparation of
iPDMS and SIP can be found in previous publications.36 It was
difficult to measure the thickness of resulting polymer coating by
ellipsometry because iPDMS is a transparent material. To
overcome this characterization problem, we prepared partially
modified iPDMS samples as outlined in Fig. 1a and obtained
thickness information via a surface profiling experiment. Fig. 1b
presents the SEM results of this partially modified iPDMS sheet,
on which one can easily distinguish the area covered with (left
half) and without poly(OEGMA) (see Fig. S1, ESI† for more
SEM results). We found that the thickness of the poly(OEGMA)
layer correlated with the SIP time, and negatively correlated with
the contact angle (Fig. 1c), which was attributed to the development of wrinkling.39. Contact angles were based on double
distilled water unless otherwise stated. Thus, we could tune the
critical surface tension of iPDMS sheets by adjusting the SIP
duration. The surface modification was further confirmed by the
XPS results (Fig. S2, ESI†).
With the ability to tune the critical surface tension of iPDMS,
we were now able to study how the SSM impacts the quality and
performance of protein microarrays, and then some optimization
strategies were proposed.
Occurrence and avoidance of array defects
Successful fabrication is the premise for a good protein microarray. Only faultless arraying and effective fixing can ensure
a microarray with an orderly array, universal spot size and
a sufficient amount of fixed capture antibodies.15 Excluding
instrumental elements, array defects are the most common
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 1 Surface characterization of poly(OEGMA) coated iPDMS. (a)
Schematic illustration of the surface profiling experiments that were
designed for height, morphology and surface chemistry characterization
of iPDMS after SIP. (b) SEM of a cross section view of partially modified
iPDMS. See text for a detailed discussion. (c) Height determination by
the surface profiler (black) and contact angle (blue) were plotted against
SIP time.

problems that must be avoided throughout the fabrication stage.
Additionally, for a 2D or wrinkled microarray substrate, the
most common array defects are exosmosis,40–42 hollow spaces
(coffee ring)30,35,43 and overflow.14,44,45
Formation of the exosmosis defect is shown in Fig. 2a. It
generally occurred at the very beginning when each drop of
protein solution was arrayed onto the SSM. The array protein
solution drop wets the surface very quickly because the surface
tension of the protein solution was much smaller than the critical
surface tension of the SSM.37 An exosmosis defect can cause
array spots to overspread and have an irregular shape, as well as
cause adjacent spots to mix together (Fig. S3a, ESI†). Exosmosis
can also lead to a very low signal. To avoid exosmosis, the
surface tension of the protein solution should less than the critical surface tension of the SSM.37 However, we found that
protein solutions with different pH values or protein concentrations had similar surface tensions of around 30 mN m1 (Table
S1, ESI†). Thus, the only option was to adjust the critical surface
tension of the SSM to avoid exosmosis. In this case it was performed by surface modification of iPDMS via SIP. The results
indicated that the critical surface tension of iPDMS sheets had
a perfect linear relationship with their contact angle, which was
consistent with Zisman’s theory37 (Fig. 2b). For most buffers and
protein solutions the exosmosis defect could be avoided when the
contact angle of the iPDMS sheets was greater than 50 and the
critical surface tension was below 50 mN m1 (Fig. S3d, ESI†).
In summary, all iPDMS sheets used in the following experiments
were prepared with 40 min of SIP time, resulting an iPDMS sheet
with a 10 mm poly(OEGMA) layer, which had a contact angle
over 50 .
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 6327–6334 | 6329
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Fig. 2 a) The formation of the exosmosis defect (the exosmosis area was
illustrated with red curves). b) The linear relationship between the contact
angle and critical surface tension of iPDMS films. The dashed line indicates the lower limit of the iPDMS surface, contact angle ¼ 50 , which
can prevent the exosmosis defect.

The hollow spaces defect (referred to as the coffee ring
thereafter) also occurs during the fabrication stage (Fig. 3a).
Deegan et.al.,46 studied the forming process of this defect, and
demonstrated that when the evaporation of spot solvent is
much faster than the spot edge shrinkage, the solute would
accumulate at the spot edge, and form a coffee ring. In the
chemiluminescent image, a signal spot with a coffee ring can
usually be detected by a higher signal of the spot edge than that
of the center, which is in contrast to a normal spot (Fig. 3b). As
Fig. 3b–3c show, we introduced a signal profile curve to define
the coffee ring. We drew a straight line through the center of
the spot. Each pixel on this line had a sequence number and
a signal value (depending on the grey scale of the pixel). Then
we were able to obtain a signal profile curve with the signal
value as the vertical coordinate and the sequence number as the
horizontal coordinate. If the curve of a signal spot had three or
more inflexions, we defined this spot as having a coffee ring;
otherwise the spot was defined as normal if it had one or two
inflexions.
The formation of the coffee ring is determined by the balance
between solvent evaporation and spot edge shrinkage. For
protein microarray fabrication, because the array protein solutions have a constant surface tension value of about 30 mN m1,
the forming process of coffee ring is mainly influenced by the
hydrophobility of the SSM, array volume, the temperature and
6330 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 6327–6334

Fig. 3 a) The formation process of the coffee ring. b) Comparison of the
normal signal spot and the hollow spaces signal spot. c) The signal line
profile signal across a normal spot and coffee ring.

the humidity of the fixing process. As shown in Fig. 4a, under
specific conditions (i.e., 40  C and 40% humidity), the iPDMS
sheets with higher contact angles led to smaller spot diameters
and then weaken the formation of coffee ring. On the other hand,
when the other factors remained unchanged, higher environmental temperatures resulted in faster solvent evaporation,
which is advantageous to coffee ring formation. However, higher
humidity could slow the evaporation process and weaken coffee
ring formation. Finally, within one iPDMS sheet, the array
volume was positively related to the spot diameter (Fig. 4b, more
detailed data are shown in Fig. S4, ESI†). Therefore, a smaller
array volume meant smaller spot diameter, which can also
prevent the coffee ring forming. In conclusion, when the contact
angle of iPDMS sheets was greater than 50 , and the array
volume was below 10 nL, the resulting spots had a diameter no
bigger than 0.58  0.02 mm. When fixed under 25  C and 60%
humidity, the formation of the coffee ring defect could be prevented. (Fig. 4c)
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 4 Influencing factors of the coffee ring formation. a) The influence
of contact angle (surface tension), temperature and humidity (all spots
had the same original volume of 1 mL, the scale bar represents 1 mm).
Chemiluminesence result image (b), and signal profile results (c) of array
spots with different spotting volume (spots diameter). The results of b), c)
were obtained from an iPDMS SSM with a contact angle of 75 , and fixed
at 25  C, 60% humidity.

Unlike exosmosis, overflow defects can be observed only in the
final chemiluminescent detection assay of a protein microarray.
Compared with normal round signal spots, the overflow defect
presents as spots with irregular trailing or glowing. We supposed
these redundant trailings come from the overload of capture
antibodies. One drop of array protein solution forms an array spot
within a certain area. However, only a certain amount of capture
antibodies can be fixed in this area. If the array protein solution
drop contains too many capture antibodies to be fixed, those excess
antibodies would flow out and irregularly absorb on SSM that
surrounds the spot area. We verified this hypothesis in two ways.
Firstly, we roughly counted the numbers of capture antibody
molecules that were contained in a drop of array protein solution
(IgG, 50 mg mL1) with different array volumes (shortened as D
hereafter). We measured the average spot radius that these array
protein solution drops (with each array volume) formed on an
iPDMS sheet (Fig. 5a, black line). Then, we estimated the
numbers of capture antibodies could be fixed in each spot’s area
(the iPDMS sheet surface was approximated as a flat surface) in
a compact arranged pattern (shortened as L thereafter). The D/L
ratio showed that under a capture antibody concentration of 50
mg mL1, when the array volume was greater than 10 nL, the
capture antibodies number that a drop of array solution contained were in far more excess than a corresponding array spot
area could arrange in a compact pattern (Fig. 5a, blue histogram,
D/L ratio >1), thus lead to the overflow defect.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 5 a) The different spotting radii and antibody dosage/load (D/L)
ratios of various array volumes. The black line shows the relationship
between array volume and spot radius (n ¼ 24). The blue histogram
shows the D/L ratio, D: number of antibodies in different array volumes
([capture antibody] ¼ 50 mg mL1), L: number of antibodies that different
spotting diameters can arrange. b) The chemiluminescence results of
different array volumes with various [capture antibody]. The red line
defined the no-overflow region.

Secondly, we designed a confirmatory experiment. A 4  6
array of goat IgG was arrayed onto an iPDMS sheet (contact
angle ¼ 75 ). As seen in Fig. 5b, the spots in a vertical line had
the same array volume and the spots in a horizontal row had the
same capture concentration in the array protein solution. This
assay was carried out following the direct ELISA protocol. For
a solution of 50 mg mL1, we found that only the spots with 5 or
10 nL array volumes did not experience any overflow, which
was in perfect agreement with our calculation in Fig. 5a.
Furthermore, abiding by the D/L ratio ¼ 1 principle (Fig. 5a,
red dash line), we defined a ‘‘no overflow’’ region in Fig. 5b
(area defined by the red line), which further demonstrated that
the overflow defect does come from the unfixed capture antibodies. In addition, we found that the overflow defect easily
occurred on iPDMS sheets with a contact angle over 90 , since
high contact angle resulted in smaller array spots and less
capture antibody loading capacity (about 20% reduction, data
not shown).

Active loaded capture antibodies
During the research of overflow avoidance, we obtained
preliminary knowledge of the loading capacity of iPDMS
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 6327–6334 | 6331
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sheets: about 50 mg mL 1 IgG for an array volume of 10 nL
under an optimal contact angle range (50 < contact angle <
90  ). We further compared the loading capacity of iPDMS
sheets and NC films (Millipore, USA). Microarrays were
fabricated on both iPDMS sheets and NC films in the same
pattern. Each pattern contained 24 array spots (10 nL/spot)
of capture antibody (IgG, 0.2–400 mg mL 1, two spots per
gradient). Then, detection solutions with various concentration of detection antibody (anti-IgG, 50–4000 ng mL 1)
were added into each of the different microarrays. All the
experimental conditions were kept the same, except the NC
films required a blocking process and more powerful
rinsing.
Under the same conditions, iPDMS was more prone to the
overflow problem, indicating that the NC film had a higher
loading capacity. However, a more complex pattern was found
for the signal as a function of loading [capture antibody] for
iPDMS and NC. In general, the signal increased as [capture
antibody] increased on both kinds of SSM. On the iPDMS
sheets, the signal reached a saturation value when [capture
antibody] reached 50 mg mL1, which was in agreement with the
fact that 50 mg mL1 was the theoretical maximum loading
concentration (Fig. 5). On the NC film, the signal reached
a saturation value when [capture antibody] reached 400 mg mL1,
indicating NC had a higher loading capacity. The most intriguing
results came from the signal ratio (SiPDMS/SNC) chart of the two
SSMs (Fig. 6a).
For [capture antibody] from 0.2–5 mg mL1, iPDMS sheets
and NC films gave similar signal (SiPDMS/SNC 1). As the
[capture antibody] continue to increase, SiPDMS/SNC became
>1 and reached its maximum at 8 when the [capture antibody]
was about 25 mg mL1. The ratio decreased to about 2 again
after the concentration was greater than 400 mg mL1. This
trend was attributed to the wrinkled and 3D nature of iPDMS
sheets and NC films, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. S1, ESI,† iPDMS sheets have a wrinkled surface with
micron scale wrinkles that are composed of poly(OEGMA)
brushes.39,47,48 While this wrinkled surface has a higher loading
capacity than a planar surface, most of the fixed capture
antibodies were still accessible to give effective signals. On the
other hand, although the NC film, as a porous film with a 3D
network structure, has a higher loading capacity33 than
iPDMS, the porous structure would inevitably pose difficulties
for the detecting antibody to access immobilized capture
antibodies. As a result, on NC film, 2–4 times more capture
antibodies are needed for an equal signal with iPDMS sheets
for [capture antibody] at 5–400 mg mL1. When the [capture
antibody] is less than 5 mg mL1, the total capture antibody
amount is too small to show an obvious signal difference
between the two SSM; and when the [capture antibody] is
greater than 400 mg mL1, there are excess capture antibodies
to give effective signals on the spot region of NC film surface.
Furthermore, such porous structure may cause nonspecific
trapping of detecting antibodies, therefore requiring tedious
washing operations.
Based on the above results, we further explored the optimal
[capture antibody] of five tumor markers on iPDMS sheets and
NC films. From the data in Table 1, we can see that the
optimal capture antibody on NC film (CNC) was generally five
6332 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 6327–6334

Fig. 6 Active loaded capture antibodies. a) The signal ratio of iPDMS/
NC under different conditions. CIgG and Canti-IgG are the concentrations
of capture IgG and detection anti-IgG, respectively; SiPDMS/SNC is the
signal ratio of these two SSM. b) The 3D nature of NC film caused some
of the loaded capture antibodies to be inaccessible.

times higher or more than on iPDMS (CiPDMS) sheets for the
same kind of tumor marker. When the [capture antibody] was
fixed at 0.1 mg mL1, and other conditions were unchanged,
the signal ratio of each tumor marker on iPDMS sheets to NC
films is shown as SiPDMS/SNC in Table 1. For AFP and three
other markers, 0.1 m g mL1 was very close to the CiPDMS, but
was too small for CNC, which resulted in much higher signal on
iPDMS sheets. On the contrary, for CA19-9, this concentration was beyond the CiPDMS and very close to the CNC, so
a similar signal was obtained on both SSM. In conclusion,
a 3D network structure and large specific surface area are not
the necessary properties for an excellent protein microarray
SSM. The iPDMS sheets, with appropriate loading capacity,
can greatly save and effectively utilize the precious protein
resources.
We further demonstrated that protein microarrays based on
iPDMS after optimization were comparable with the Roch
Diagnostics Elecsys 2010 system (single index assay). Five tumor
markers (CA199, CA125, CEA, AFP or CK19) of 25 serum
samples were measured by the Roche Method as well as protein
microarrays based on iPDMS and NC. The results showed that
the linear correlation coefficient of 0.98 between the Roche and
the iPDMS (Fig. S5a, ESI†) far outclassed the coefficient of 0.89
between the Roche and the NC (Fig. S5b, ESI†), indicating that
the protein microarray based on the iPDMS sheet had excellent
low-end sensitivity.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Table 1 Multiplexed ELISAs on both iPDMS and NC under the same conditions

CCapture Ab (mg mL1)
CiPDMSa (mg mL1)
CNCb (mg mL1)
Cantigen
CDetection Ab (mg mL1)
SiPDMS/SNC

AFP

CEA

CK19

SCC

CA19-9

0.1
0.08
0.5
124.1 ng mL1
0.11
7.5

0.1
0.08
0.6
49.5 ng mL1
0.04
5.0

0.1
0.1
0.8
27 ng mL1
0.16
4.7

0.1
0.1
0.5
21.6 ng mL1
0.5
3.0

0.1
0.04
0.2
174.1 U mL1
0.4
0.8
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a
CiPDMS is the optimized spot concentration of each biomarkers on iPDMS sheets. b CNC is the optimized spot concentration of each biomarkers on NC
films.

Conclusions
In summary, given the tunability of iPDMS surface chemistry,
we defined the optimized protein microarray fabricating conditions on iPDMS sheets: 50 < contact angle < 90 , array volume
#10 nL, [capture antibody] at 50 mg mL1, fixed at 25  C, and
60% humidity. We also demonstrated that, as a substrate of
protein microarray, the iPDMS sheet possessed an appropriate
surface morphology. The studies on the origins of array defects
(exosmosis, coffee ring and overflow) may find use in protein
microarray fabrication on other SSM. After optimization, both
the dynamic range and low-end sensitivity of the iPDMS multiplex protein microarray were improved by about four orders of
magnitude and deceased to about 10 pg mL1 (i.e., 0.1 fM),
respectively. With improved performance, protein microarray
will find more applications in proteomics, drug discovery and
disease diagnosis.
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